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Ballantine Books.How to Wow: Proven Strategies for Presenting Your Ideas, Persuading Your Audience, and Perfecting Your ImageBallantine Books, 2008

	“The invaluable advice in How to Wow guarantees your success in any meeting situation, from the boardroom to the breakfast table.”

	–Keith Ferrazzi, author of Never Eat Alone

	

	In today’s fast-paced world, where an elevator ride with your CEO can turn into an impromptu meeting, your lunch...
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The Water Wizard: The Extraordinary Properties of Natural WaterGateway, 1998
It was a Swedish engineer and anthroposophist, Olof Alexandersson, who wrote the first popular introduction to the radical ideas of Viktor Schauberger. I came across this attractive little book in 1979 and had it translated into English. Living Water is now in its eighth printing and has inspired many to go on to Callum Coats' in-depth study of...
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Greater Kenyir Landscapes: Social Development and Environmental Sustainability: From Ridge to ReefSpringer, 2018

	
		This book contains research findings from three major study areas, natural sciences, social sciences, and public policy and management. The focus area extends over geographical zones ranging from mountainous area of Mount Gagau in the Taman Negara National Park, down to the coastal islands of Bidong, Redang and Perhentian on the...
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An Introduction to the Chemistry of the SeaCambridge University Press, 2013

	Fully updated and expanded, this new edition provides students with an accessible introduction to marine chemistry. It highlights geochemical interactions between the ocean, solid earth, atmosphere and climate, enabling students to appreciate the interconnectedness of Earth's processes and systems and elucidates the huge variations in the...
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Transformation Processes of Metals in Urban Road Dust: Implications for Stormwater Reuse (SpringerBriefs in Water Science and Technology)Springer, 2019

	This book discusses the physicochemical changes (transformations) that metals deposited on urban road surfaces undergo during dry weather periods, in order to provide insights into their potential impacts on stormwater quality. Based on extensive field experiments, and laboratory and data analyses, it examines transformation characteristics of...
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Handbook of Civil Engineering CalculationsMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Handle every day-to-day calculation instantly and accurately. Now, a single authoritative reference offers you a surefire way to save time handling routine and non-routine calculations in the design, construction, rehab and maintenance of all types of structures.  Edited by Tyler G. Hicks, Handbook of Civil Engineering Calculations explains and...
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Robot Manipulator Control: Theory and Practice (Control Engineering, 15)CRC Press, 2003

	Discloses the elements of control theory and robot dynamics. Surveys computed-torque control, robust control of robotic manipulators, adaptive control of robotic manipulators, neural network control of robots, force control, and advanced control techniques. Includes information on designing and operating robotic platforms in discussing robot...
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Restoration and Development of the Degraded Loess Plateau, China (Ecological Research Monographs)Springer, 2013

	This book presents state-of-the-art scientific evidence and technological innovations to restore lands on the Loess Plateau of China, known worldwide for its serious land degradation and desertification problems. Supported by a rapidly developing Chinese economy and the dissemination of effective technology, the Grain-for-Green Project and...
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Drupal: Creating Blogs, Forums, Portals, And Community WebsitesPackt Publishing, 2006
The Internet is arguably one of the most profound achievements in human history. It has become so pervasive in our lives that we hardly even notice it—except when it happens to be unavailable! It's one of those things that make you sit back and wonder how people got along without it in the old days. Without the ability to surf the Internet to...
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Hot and Cold Water Supply (British Standards Institution)John Wiley & Sons, 2000

	This book provides a highly illustrated guide to the design, installation and maintenance of hot and cold water supply systems for domestic buildings.


	Based on British Standard BS 6700, the new edition takes into account revisions to the standard since the book was first published in 1991. It has also been updated to give guidance...
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Handbook of Environmental Health, Fourth Edition, Volume II:  Pollutant Interactions in Air, Water, and SoilCRC Press, 2002
The book is filled with figures and diagrams. … largely well thought out and useful aids to understanding. … The authors clearly have a very detailed understanding of the relevant laws and provide a comprehensive overview of the links between these and environmental health. … clearly a useful and important reference text. Its...
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Badass Survival Secrets: Essential Skills to Survive Any CrisisSkyhorse Publishing, 2015

	You’re a backpacker or a hunter lost in the woods after sundown; what do you do? Your car flips over on an empty highway; how will you survive until morning? If you were left alone in the middle of the wilderness, would you be able to make it? While current technology, such as cell phones and GPS, is helpful, when you are lost in the...
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